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Wavelength-Resolved 3-Dimensional Fluorescence
Lifetime Imaging
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We have developed a compact system for wide-field fluorescence imaging, resolved in three spatial
dimensions, lifetime and wavelength, that is based on a gated optical intensifier and an all-solid-
state diode pumped Cr:LiSAF oscillator-amplifier system. Exploiting spectral separation, the system
has been applied to human teeth, obtaining good lifetime contrast between enamel, dentin and
caries. Exploiting spectral separation combined with depth resolution, the study of fluorescent
microspheres led to an enhancement in both lifetime contrast and lateral resolution.
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INTRODUCTION arrangement of dichroic mirrors and filters in order to
simultaneously image different spectral bands from the

Fluorescence imaging most commonly uses intensity same field of view.
and spectral differences as the source of contrast. Such The fluorescence lifetime is an additional parameter
images can provide a wealth of functional information that characterizes the fluorescence and provides comple-
because they are dependent on the local environment of mentary information to the spectral and intensity informa-
the fluorophore, as well as the chemical species itself. tion. Increasingly, the fluorescence lifetime can be
Spectral information from single points can easily be calculated for an image, rather than for a single point.
acquired using a monochromator, but wide-field wave- Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) is a powerful tool
length resolution requires the acquisition of separate for functional imaging that is sensitive to individual fluor-
images with different filters in the path of the emitted ophores, as well as local fluorophore environment (e.g.,
fluorescence. We employ a commercially available viscosity, oxygen, [Ca2+], pH etc.) [1]. For FLIM, it is

preferable to resolve the measured fluorescence signal in
all three spatial dimensions in order to remove the out-1 Photonics Group, Department of Physics, Imperial College of Science,

Technology and Medicine, Prince Consort Road, London, SW7 2BW, of-focus light that can lead to a reduction in signal contrast
United Kingdom. and incorrect lifetime values. This is typically imple-

2 Department of Conservative Dentistry, Guys, Kings and St. Thomas’ mented in a confocal laser scanning microscope, but to
Dental Institute, London, SE1 9RT, United Kingdom.

enhance image acquisition rates, other approaches have3 Department of Bioengineering, Imperial College of Science, Technol-
ogy and Medicine, Exhibition Road, London, SW7 2BX, United been developed. One uses wide-field illumination and a
Kingdom. Nipkow disc to acquire data through multiple pinholes

4 Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Road, in parallel [2], which carries the disadvantage of reduced
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light efficiency. A second is our light efficient wide-field5 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: 144 20 7594
7745. Fax: 144 20 7594 7782. E-mail: stephen.webb@ic.ac.uk 3-dimensional approach based on structured illumination
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to achieve optical sectioning without the need for pixel- GOI can be set in the range ,100 ps to 3 ns, and the
gate may be shifted temporally relative to the excitationby-pixel scanning [3]. To maximize the information rate,

it is preferable to acquire both spectral and lifetime infor- pulse in steps of 25 ps, over a range of 20 ns. The output
of the GOI is relayed to an intensified video rate CCDmation from an optical section in parallel, rather than to

scan pixel by pixel at various emission wavelengths. We camera. Typically, 20 images are averaged at each time
gate. A least-squares exponential fit is performed for eachreport 5-dimensional wide-field fluorescence imaging,

resolved in three spatial dimensions, lifetime and wave- pixel in the field of view in order to generate a FLIM
map. For the fitting model, we commonly use a singlelength, that is based on a gated optical intensifier and an

all-solid-state diode pumped Cr:LiSAF oscillator-ampli- exponential model because the calculation time is mini-
mized. However, we have recently applied a stretchedfier system. In this paper, we have used the system to

perform wavelength-resolved FLIM of human teeth ex exponential function, which describes decay profiles
using a continuous lifetime distribution in the sample,vivo and 5-dimensional fluorescence imaging of fluores-

cent microspheres. and thus avoids an arbitrary choice of the number of
exponential terms to represent complex fluorescence
decays. The stretched exponential model has produced
images with an improved image quality and reduced theFLUORESCENCE LIFETIME IMAGING
difference between the raw data and fitted decay curveMICROSCOPE
[5]. Nonetheless, a single exponential model has been
found sufficient to describe the data presented in thisThe time-domain FLIM microscope is shown in Fig.
paper. The maximum measurable lifetime is dependent1 and is as detailed elsewhere [4]. Fluorescent samples
only on the repetition rate (5 kHz in this case) of thewere excited by ultrashort laser pulses, at 430 nm, pro-
laser system; the minimum lifetime difference that mayduced by a home-built Cr:LiSAF oscillator-amplifier sys-
be imaged is less than 10 ps. Thus, this FLIM systemtem. Wide-field sampling of the fluorescence decay
exhibits excellent temporal resolution and lifetimeoccurs at different delays after excitation using a commer-
dynamic range. By further applying the technique of opti-cially available gated optical intensifier (GOI, Kentech

Instruments Ltd., Didcot, UK). The gate width of the cal sectioning using structured light illumination to this

Fig. 1. Setup for wavelength-resolved fluorescence lifetime imaging with optical sectioning by structured illumination.
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FLIM system, enhanced image resolution, and a greater presence of caries by simply acquiring a single time-
gated image at long time delays after excitation, whenaccuracy in lifetime determination can be achieved.

The method employed here of optical sectioning by other fluorescent components had decayed away. The
drawbacks of this method are the intrinsic low light effi-structured illumination has been described elsewhere [3].

Its implementation requires a laterally scanning grating ciency (low signal-to-noise ratio) and the information lost
regarding the other fluorescent components. Ourplaced in the excitation path in order to produce a modu-

lated excitation profile at the sample. Only the fluores- approach also uses the combination of spectral and life-
time differences of porphyrins compared to other endoge-cence emission of the sample plane where the grating is

in focus will be seen in the sectioned image. Three images nous fluorophores such as flavins and NADH; however,
the excellent time resolution of our system allows theI1, I2 and I3 are acquired for each time gate at lateral

grating positions corresponding to spatial phases 0, 2p / detection of the short decay components. We do not detect
the long lifetime component for two reasons. Firstly, the3 and 4p /3. The sectioned and conventional images, Is

and Ic respectively, are then calculated using Eqs. (1) detector gain is set appropriate to the intensity in the first
time-gate after excitation and so, at long delays afterand (2).
excitation, when the long lifetime component dominates,

Is 5 (3/!2) [(I1 2 I2)2 1 (I1 2 I3)2 1 (I2 2 I3)2]1/2 (1) the intensity is comparable to the noise. Secondly, the
maximum delay range available is 20 ns, and hence the
long lifetime decay components cannot be efficientlyIc 5

(I1 1 I2 1 I3)
3

(2)
sampled. Figure 2 shows results of spectrally-resolved
FLIM of teeth. Thirty video-rate images (576 3 576

The sectioning strength of the FLIM microscope
pixels) were acquired and averaged at each of 24 different

with a 360 objective (numerical aperture 0.8, normalized
delays, from 300 ps to 11.7 ns, after excitation; data

spatial modulation frequency 0.22) has been measured
acquisition and processing took less than 5 min. The

as 3 mm.
power density used was of the order of 0.5 mW cm22.

A multispectral imager [6] (Optical Insights, Inc.,
The tooth used had a carious lesion present and had been

Santa Fe, New Mexico) placed in the emission path splits
extracted approximately 1 year previously and stored in

the fluorescence spectrally into two bands using a dichroic
an ethanol/water mixture. The tooth had been cut in half

beamsplitter, in our setup at 505 nm. The device is placed
and the inner surface polished. The left half-image in

in the primary image plane of the microscope and the
Fig. 2 (a, b) corresponds to fluorescence below 505 nm;

fluorescence split such that two images are formed adja-
a red additive filter placed in the right channel transmitted

cent to one another, in the secondary image plane, on the
fluorescence above 585 nm. Fig. 2(a) shows a time-gated

GOI. In this way, spatially identical images differing only
image acquired 300 ps after the fluorescence peak, which

in their spectral content may be acquired simultaneously.
shows contrast between the enamel and dentin in both

The spectral content of each band and their intensities
wavelength regions. However, the carious region is not

may be regulated by inserting color or neutral density
readily distinguishable. Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding

filters into the path of the fluorescence. Rejecting the
FLIM map, from which we also see good contrast

out-of-focus light and applying spectral discrimination
between enamel and dentin in the blue channel (left half-

improves both the accuracy of the fluorescence lifetime
image). The carious part of the tooth has a shorter lifetime

calculated and the fluorophore contrast.
than the healthy dentin; however, the demarcation of the
carious region is blurred because of out-of-focus light.
By spectral selection of the red channel (right half-image),

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the porphyrin emission is dominant in the right half-
image. As a consequence, there is less out-of-focus fluo-
rescence from other chemical species and the caries isFluorescence has been widely used in dental

research, in particular to enhance our understanding of better delineated. We attribute the fluorescence below 505
nm, when excited at 430 nm, to inorganic components [9].caries [7]. König et al. have reported that carious teeth

exhibit strong red fluorescence upon 407 nm excitation, Figure 3 shows spectrally resolved, optically sec-
tioned FLIM maps of 15 mm and 4.5 mm fluorescentwhich can be explained by spectral analysis as being due

to porphyrins [8]. The same authors exploited the fact microspheres. The emission spectrum of the larger micro-
spheres falls largely below 505 nm, the wavelength atthat porphyrins show a very long lifetime component

(10–20 ns) in addition to short decay components; these which the dichroic beamsplitter in the multispectral
imager divides the fluorescence. These microspheres arelatter are due to porphyrin aggregates. They detected the
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there is a fluorescence contribution solely from the large
microspheres themselves, but in the right half-image,
there is an additional out-of-focus contribution from the
small microspheres. Because the fluorescence lifetime is
calculated from all the fluorescence contributions within
the point spread function of the optical system, a single
exponential fitting model will generate an average life-
time of the two contributions. By means of optical sec-
tioning by structured illumination, we have removed the
out-of-focus fluorescence. The resultant FLIM map [see
Fig. 3(e)] shows the same lifetime for the large micro-

Fig. 2. Wavelength-resolved fluorescence lifetime imaging (without spheres in both spectral channels because the point spread
optical sectioning) of cut human tooth exhibiting caries: (a) time-gated

function is very narrow compared to the conventionalintensity image. (b) FLIM map showing dentin (d), enamel (e), and
caries (c), lifetime scale is 1400 (blue)—2600 ps. Thirty video-rate
images (576 3 576 pixels) were acquired and averaged at each of 24
different delays, from 300 ps to 11.7 ns, after excitation.

therefore seen brightly in the left half-images of Figs.
3(a, b, c), but also weakly in the right half-images of the
same figures. The small microspheres fluoresce above
505 nm and therefore appear only in the right half-image;
the short-wavelength tail of their spectrum is too weak
for them to appear in the left half-image. It will be
observed that there are additional microspheres of an
intermediate size (,10 mm diameter) present in the right
half-images. We show below that these microspheres are
rogue beads with the same fluorescence coating as the
small microspheres.

The modulated fluorescence intensity image [Fig.
3(a)] is one of the three images at different lateral grating
positions from which the sectioned and conventional
images are calculated. These three images are averaged
to produce the conventional intensity image [Fig. 3(b)].
Microspheres in focus are the most strongly modulated
and therefore appear in the sectioned intensity image
[Fig. 3(c)]. Note the residual modulation of the large
microsphere toward the center of the left half-image of
Fig. 3(c). Factors that contribute to this are discussed
elsewhere, [10], but include imperfect grating translation
and an unequal mark-to-space ratio of the grating.

One advantage of spectrally separating the micro-
spheres is that it allows us to increase the signal dynamic
range. The intensity of the large microsphere fluorescence
is much greater than that of the small microspheres for
430-nm excitation. By placing a neutral density filter in Fig. 3. Optically sectioned fluorescence lifetime imaging with spectral

separation of 4.5, 10, and 15 mm diameter fluorescent microspheres;the left spectral channel and increasing the GOI gain
(a) time-gated modulated intensity image, (b) time-gated conventional(for both channels), it was possible to level the intensity
intensity image, (c) time-gated sectioned intensity image, (d) conven-differences between the channels [see Fig. 3(a)]. Figure
tional FLIM map, (e) sectioned FLIM map. Each image shows fluores-

3(d) shows the conventional FLIM map. The lifetimes cence emission ,505 nm in the left half-image and .505 nm in the
shown for the large microspheres are different for the right half-image. Both FLIM maps have lifetime scales of 2 ns (blue)

to 9 ns.two channels, indicating an artefact. In the left half-image,
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image and hence does not contain fluorescence from the minimization of lifetime artefacts, optical sectioning
leads to an enhancement in lateral resolution.small microspheres. As noted earlier, the sectioned inten-

sity image reveals the presence of a third size of microsph-
ere in our sample. The sectioned FLIM map clearly shows
that they have the same lifetime as the small micro- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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